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Nikola Tesla’s Inventions - Myth or Reality?
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Nikola Tesla is often presented by his adepts as the “unjustly forgotten genius”, without who
our current technology wouldn’t exist. In this paper, we analyze some popular statements made by
Tesla’s adepts, mostly about inventions that they attribute to him, and determine whether they are
myth or reality. A video of this paper is available[1].

PACS numbers: ???

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last three decades, the development of the Inter-
net has opened to everyone the easy access to a tremen-
dous amount of information. Unfortunately, in parallel,
it has allowed people from everywhere to propagate and
publish fake information. As a result, it is necessary to
take any piece of information found on the web with a
grain of salt, and check the sources.

This is especially true when we see the web being
flooded with an incredible number of posts and websites
praising Nikola Tesla, and presenting him as the genius of
all times, making claims about inventions that he suppos-
edly made, without being able to give any single reference
to an authentic document or a peer-reviewed publication
that could support them.

Nikola Tesla was a Serbian (later naturalized
American)[2] inventor, electrical engineer, and mechani-
cal engineer. He was also qualified as a “futurist”, and
is well known for his contributions to the design of the
modern electricity supply system.

Despite the contributions and inventions that he re-
ally made, Tesla adopted pseudo-scientific views, as tes-
tified by his rejection of various experimental evidences
(such as the existence of the electron[3]). In addition, he
was stubborn and his refusal for treating physical phe-
nomena with the required mathematical background led
him to misunderstand the electromagnetic theory. In-
deed, Tesla declared “a wireless transmitter does not emit
Hertz waves which are a myth, but sound waves in the
ether”[4]. He also completely missed the advances made
in physics in the early 1900s, especially in Relativity and
Quantum Mechanics[4, 5]. By adopting such a behavior,
and publicly making aggressive comments against the-
ories that actually turned out to be correct (especially
General Relativity, which yet had already been tested
successfully and validated), Tesla destroyed his own fame.
This scenario made him the perfect guru for adepts of
conspiracy theories who want to believe that it is other
scientists who destroyed his fame in order to hide from
people the existence of some “free energy” that Tesla was
supposedly trying to offer to the world, although this is
in total contradiction with the fact that energy cannot
be created nor destroyed.

The following section presents and analyzes some pop-

ular statements about Nikola Tesla made by his adepts.

II. POPULAR STATEMENTS BY TESLA’S

ADEPTS

A. Statement #1

“Thomas Edison stole from Nikola Tesla the invention
of the light bulb.”

The first electric light was invented by Sir Humphry
Davy. He attached a fine charcoal strip between the wires
that were connected to a battery. This was in 1809, al-
most 50 years before Tesla was born[6]. In 1840, that is
still 16 years before Tesla was born, Warren de la Rue
put a platinum filament inside a sealed vacuum tube[7].
In 1875, Henry Woodwart and Matthew Evans patented
the light bulb[8]. In 1880, Thomas Edison having pur-
chased Woodwart and Evans’ patent, presented a light
bulb with a carbonated bamboo filament with a lamp
life of 600 hours[9]. This was the first real commercial
model.

Verdict: Myth. Tesla didn’t invent the light bulb,
and Edison didn’t steal the invention. Edison rightfully
bought the patent. He also improved the light bulb
greatly, so that it became useful and affordable to
everyone.

B. Statement #2

“Nikola Tesla invented the laser.”

The pathway leading to an invention is usually long,
and involves the contribution of many actors. In the case
of the laser, it started with Albert Einstein in 1917 who
settled its foundations[10], and continued with the work
of Rudolf Ladenburg[11], and many others. It is only in
1960 that Theodore H. Maiman operated the first func-
tioning laser[12, 13]. Einstein’s laser effect is a prediction
based on Quantum Mechanics, which Tesla strongly re-
jected.
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Verdict: Myth. The laser is inherently a quantum me-
chanical device, and there is no way that Tesla could have
invented it with his erroneous views of classical physics.

C. Statement #3

“Nikola Tesla invented the electric motor.”

The electric motor was invented by Michael Faraday
in 1821, 35 years before Tesla was born[14].
Verdict: Myth. The electric motor was clearly invented

before Tesla was born.

D. Statement #4

“Nikola Tesla invented the AC current.”

This one is really well anchored! The ideas behind AC
(alternating current) were well established before Tesla
was born. In 1832, Michael Faraday demonstrated that
three types of electricity that were thought to be differ-
ent (electricity induced by a magnet in a coil, electricity
produced by a battery, and static electricity) were in fact
all the same[15]. In particular, the direction of the cur-
rent induced in a coil by a magnet depends on whether
the magnet is approached or moved away. Thus, Faraday
knew that, by moving the magnet back and forth, an al-
ternating current was produced. The first alternator to
produce alternating current was a dynamo electric gen-
erator based on Michael Faraday’s principle, constructed
by French instrument maker Hyppolite Pixii the same
year[16].
Verdict: Myth. Tesla clearly did not invent AC cur-

rent. The first alternator was built 24 years before he
was born.

E. Statement #5

“Nikola Tesla invented the AC motor.”

The first AC induction motor was invented in 1885
by Galileo Ferraris[17]. Ferraris demonstrated a work-
ing model of his invention before Tesla came up with a
modified version.
Verdict: Myth. Tesla’s motor was certainly different,

and deserves some praise, but it came after Ferraris’s.

F. Statement #6

“Nikola Tesla invented the wireless communication.”

Electromagnetic waves were predictedin 1865 by James
Clerk Maxwell’s equations[18]. The existence of Elec-
tromagnetic waves was purely theoretical, until Hein-

rich Hertz in 1886 proved that Maxwell’s prediction was
correct[19]. For this, he applied a high voltage to a coil,
and noticed that a second coil, several feet away, was
generating a spark. Unfortunately, Hertz didn’t see the
potential of his discovery. In 1894, Guglielmo Marconi
made a demonstration of a radio transmitter and receiver
that made a bell ring by pressing a button with no phys-
ical connection to the receiver[20]. This was the first
radio-controlled device. In 1898, Tesla made a demon-
stration of his famous radio-controlled boat at Madison
Square Garden in New York[21].
Verdict: Myth. Tesla’s radio-controlled boat certainly

constitutes some achievement, but it came 4 years after
Marconi’s radio-controlled bell, thus wireless communi-
cation was definitely not Tesla’s invention.

G. Statement #7

“Nikola Tesla invented the transformer.”

In 1831, Michael Faraday performed experiments on
induction between coils of wire, including winding a
pair of coils around an iron ring, thus creating the first
toroidal closed-core transformer[15]. He is not credited
for the invention of the transformer because he only ap-
plied pulses of current to the device instead of AC cur-
rent, and missed the principle that the voltage gener-
ated is proportional to the number of turns. The first
transformer was actually developed in 1878 by the Ganz
company in Budapest[22].
Verdict: Myth. When the first transformer was devel-

oped by the Ganz company, Tesla was still in school and
hadn’t even begun his first job at a telephony company.

H. Statement #8

“Einstein was once asked what it was like to be the

smartest man alive. He replied ‘I don’t know, you’ll have
to ask Nikola Tesla.’”

This statement is very well anchored, however, there is
absolutely no evidence that such a conversation between
Einstein and his interviewer ever occurred. Nevertheless,
it is worth to mention that Tesla vigorously and pub-
licly criticized Einstein and continuously attempted to
discredit him by denouncing his work and his theories.
He announced publicly[4]:

“Einstein’s relativity work is a magnificent mathe-

matical garb which fascinates, dazzles and makes people
blind to the underlying errors. The theory is like a beggar

clothed in purple whom ignorant people take for a king.”

Einstein refrained from making any comments or re-
buttals. He was confident in his own work, and he was
not known for openly criticizing anyone, but should he
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have a chance for a tongue-in-cheek, it would be totally
understandable that he could have given the slightly face-
tious answer “you’ll have to ask Nikola Tesla”, with the
end of the answer in his mind, “because the arrogant
prick believes he’s the smartest man alive”.
Verdict: Probably a myth, and should it be true, it

would have to be understood as sarcasm.

III. CONCLUSION

Nikola Tesla wasn’t the genius that adepts of con-
spiracy theories try to make us believe. Because of his

stubbornness, Tesla adopted pseudo-scientific views, was
arrogant and aggressive towards other people’s work,
and completely missed the advances made in physics
in the early 1900s, such as in Relativity and Quantum
Mechanics[4, 5]. He certainly made technological con-
tributions and inventions, but the path leading to an in-
vention usually involves the contributions from numerous
predecessors who deserve to be credited for their work.
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